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The meeting was called to order at 10.50 a.m. 

AGEIJDA ITEH 54: COHPREHENSIVE REVIEVT OF THE HHOLE QUESTION OF PEACE-KEEPING 
OPERA.TIOHS nT ALL THEIR ASPECTS: REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PEACE-KEEPING 
OPERATIONS (continued) (A/35/532) 

l. The CHAIRI!AN said that, since the list of speakers vras no-vr closed and the 
vrording of some parts of the draft resolution under the item had not been agreed 
upon, he intended to close the general debate that day and to revert to item 54 at 
a later date. 

2. Hr. KALIFA (Czechoslovakia) recalled his Government's position of principle on 
the question of peace-keeping operations, Hhich 1ms formulated in document 
A/AC.l21/28/Add.l of 6 November 1978. That position proceeded from the United 
nations Charter, particularly Article l, paragraph 1, -vrhich established the 
principal task of the United :i~ations, and from the endeavours of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic to preserve and strengthen international peace and security. 

3. Chapter VII of the Charter provided for a uniform system of measures to be 
undertaken by the Security Council, in co-operation 1-rith all Hember States, in case 
of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression. A departure 
from that basic structure vrould constitute a breach of the principles and norms of 
peace-keening operations, a misuse of the United Nations for purposes incompatible 
-vrith the Charter, Hhich would thereby be 1reakened. Peace-keeping operations could 
be improved vri thout deviating from the Charter, but they must be compatible with 
the frameivork of Chapter VII. The competence of the Security Council, -vrhich iTaS 
vested with the primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace and security, 
-vras not limited to the authorization of peace-keeping operations but included 
decision-making pmrers on such questions as the conduct and control of operations, 
the means of financing them and the extent and functioning ot the command of 
individual operations. In that connexion, he suggested the establishment, in 
accordance -vrith Article 29 of the Charter, of a subsidiary organ, a committee on 
the conduct of operations, to ensure the practical implementation of peace-keeping 
operations and to provide assistance to the Council in a given operation. 

4. The readiness of the Council for speedy action would be increased by the 
conclusion of the agreements Envisaged in Article 43 of the Charter. The proposals 
to that effect made by the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic in 1964 and 1967 (~ee 
documents S/6070 and S/7852) therefore retained their timeliness. 

5. His delegation regretted that the Special Committee on Peace-keeping 
Operations had made no progress. It continued to hold the view that, in accordance 
with General Assembly resolution 34/53, paragraph 4, the main emphasis in the 
Special Committee's work must be placed on the elaboration of agreed guidelines to 
govern peace-keeping operations. Any attempts, as witnessed at times in the 
Special Committee, to ignore the competence of the Security Council under the 
Charter, including its competence with regard to the practical aspects of 
operations, could not serve as a basis for a compromise solution. Hhat 
Czechoslovakia was interested in was the observance of the purposes and principles 
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of the Charter in order to strengthen the collective responsibility of I!Tember 
Stat~s in the maintenance of peace and security. The Special Committee must carry 
out lts task accordingly, that being the most realistic course and the only one 
•hich his Government could fully support. 

6 • llr. DAHAL (Nepal) said the fact that Nepal was a troop-contributing country in 
!'eace-keeping operations showed its commitment to the cause of international peace 
~nd security. Peace-keeping operations constituted an essential element of the 
United Nations. They had been conducted in the major trouble spots of the -vmrld 
and had proved their worth in preventing the escalation of conflicts and creating 
a climate conducive to the settlement of disputes by negotiations. Nevertheless, 
the establishment of peace as envisaged in Article 1 of the Charter 1ms still a 
rirage. The Special Committee's inability to achieve the completion of agreed 
guidelines for peace-keeping operations in conformity with the Charter was due to a 
difference of views -vrhich reflected the antagonism between the great Pm-rers and 
applied even to the practical and financial aspects of the question. Despite that, 
~any peace-keeping operations had been organized; since the responsibility of 
conducting such operations lay with the Security Council, the members of the 
Council had to be accommodating in order to resolve the practical problems which 
arose. 

7. His delegation supported Japan's suggestion that the Special Committee should 
proceed to prepare, on the basis of the comments submitted by Member States, a 
draft formulation of the principles on which consensus might be achieved, while 
continuing its efforts to resolve issues in dispute. It believed that those 
principles must be in conformity with the Charter and that the Special Committee's 
~andate should be renewed to enable it to complete the task entrusted to it. The 
United Nations should establish a permanent p~ace-keeping force under the command 
of the Secretary-General, in conformity with the decisions of the Security Council 
and the General Assembly, to which all countries vrould contribute troops on the 
basis of equitable geographical distribution. Some States, such as Canada, the 
netherlands and the Scandinavian countries, already maintained stand-by forces, 
and the other troop-contributing countries had accumulated extensive experience in 
the training of personnel which the United Nations could draw on when establishing 
such a force, particularly for the preparation of manuals and the holding, under 
the auspices of the United Nations, of regional seminars on peace-keeping 
operations. 

8. Financially, the situation vith regard to peace-keeping operations was 
alarming. The financine; of such operations -vras a collective responsibility of all 
the Hember States, to be discharged according to each country's ability to pay. 
Any worsening of the current budgetary deficit might result in the collapse of 
peace-keeping operations, although they were more necessary than ever, as was 
evidenced by the conflicts in Afghanistan and South-East Asia and betw·een Iran and 
Iraq, not to mention the continued existence of the no less dangerous hotbeds of 
tension in the Biddle East and southern Africa. The armed intervention of the 
powerful States in the internal affairs of -vreaker countries, the suppression of 
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the inalienable ric;ht to self-determination, which -vms a vestige of colonialism, 
and the competition of the c;reat Pmrers for military superiority had created the 
instability and insecurity in the world. A stren~hening of peace-keeping 
operations vras inmerati ve if detente 'ms to be preserved. 

9. l·!r. DIDIER ( Luxenbourg) , speakinG on behalf of the nine States nembers of the 
European Community, supported the renevral of the Special Committee's mandate, while 
regetting that it had failed to achieve progress in drm·ring up guidelines or to 
reach ar,reerr:ent on the possibility of improving United Nations peace-keepine; 
operations. The lack of prorrress had not, hm·rever, prevented the United Nations 
from havine; five peace-lt;:eepinc; operations in the field, involving a total of more 
than 10,000 troops, police officers and observers from 25 Member States. 

10. Such operations should not, however, be divorced from efforts to restore 
peace; nor should they be seen as condoning a lack of political will by the parties 
to a dispute to reach a political settlement in accordance with the resolutions of 
the Security Council. Furthermore, such operations could only function properly if 
all the parties involved were prepared to co-operate, and the Nine therefore 
appealed to all countries for their co-operation in order to ensure the 
effectiveness of peace-1\:eeping operations, and in particular of the United Nations 
Interim Force in Lebanon. The States members of the European Community would 
continue to participate actively in those operations by placing men and materiel at 
the disposal of the United Hat ions. They reaffirmed their confidence in the manner 
in which the Secretary-General Has conducting operations in the most explosive areas 
of the world, and they paid tribute to those who had been killed or wounded in the 
service of international peace. 

11. The Nine maintained their position uith regard to the financial implications of 
peace-keepinr; operations 3 the cost of vrhich should be shared equitably among all the 
Pember States. The refusal of certain Governments to contribute at the rate which 
had been established vras detrimental to the other Member States participating in 
those operations - amongst them so~e developing countries - and to the application 
of the principle of the equitable geographical distribution of peace-keeping forces· 
In the vievr of the European Community, paragraphs 5 and 6 of resolution 33/ll4, 
vrhich were recalled in paragraph 2 of resolution 34/53, continued to be the basis 
for a constructive approach to the problem of the practical conduct of peace
keeping operations. They commended those Governments which had responded to the 
invitation contained in that resolution and urged those vrhich had not yet done so to 
reply vrithout delay. Only political vill and a spirit of conciliation could ensure 
that the aims of the Charter in the field of peace-keeping vrere achieved. 

12. Hr. KLESTIL (Austria) said that the peace-keeping operations of the United 
Nations were amone; the Organization's most successful activities. Although 
insufficient by themselves to lead to peace, they did help to stabilize situations 
and promote a favourable climate for a negotiated settlement. 

13. Austria had for many years contributed to such operations, in particular 
UNFICYP, UNTSO, UNEF and UNDOF, and had stated its readiness to participate in the 
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Cnited Nations Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) for Namibia. By doing so, 
.t._ustria ilas participating in a task vrhich 1-ras the collective responsibility of 
States. 

14 · A reviev; of peace-keepinc; operations shOived that the nature of those 
operations had changed over the years. For years, the United Nations had acted as 
a ~ediator, and the role of the peace-keeping forces had been to assist it in that 
function by merely ensuring observance of the cease-fire. At that time, the 
concept had been one of static peace-keepinc;, limited to surveillance and 
disengagement. The mandate of UJITIFIL had marked a change in direction, as UJHFIL 
had been given a more active role in a clearly political context. Its function had 
been to confirm the vri thdrawal of Israel from southern Lebanon, to supervise the 
cessation of hostilities amonc; the three parties and to ensure the restoration of 
Lebanese sovereignty. 

15. The Transition Assistance Grou-p for Namibia would have to operate on an even 
larger scale. It >vould have to separate two opposing armed forces and create 
stable conditions throughout a vast country as a pre-condition for the holding of 
free elections. 

16. That being the situation in the field, the absence of a consensus on how the 
Special Committee should carry out its mandate - as noted by the Cowmittee itself 
in paragraph 9 of its report - vas most alarming. In the five meetings held by the 
Special Committee during- the year under revievr, neither of the two basic aspects of 
the Committee's mandate - elaboration of guidelines and study of the practical 
implementation of peace-l:eepints operations - had been thoroughly discus ... cd. His 
delegation nevertheless remained convinced that only a constructive dialogue and a 
continuing review of positions could lead to a narro>ving of the areas of 
disagreement. That vms the task to \vhich the Special Committee should apply itself, 
~<rith stronger emphasis, in 1981. It should also address itself to such practical 
issues as the training of peace-keeping forces, giving consideration to the 
possibility of organizing regional seminars for civilian and military personnel -
he drew attention in that connexion to the value of the training seminars held in 
Vienna on a regular basis by the International Peace Academy with the help of the 
Austrian Government - perhaps to be follovred at a later stage by interregional 
training seminars. The Special Cowmittee should consider elaborating standards for 
the safety and security of peace-keeping units, defining the legal .responsibilities 
of countries in that regard. The establishment of safety standards for the 
equipment used by the troops might also be envisaged. His delegation had taken note 
with interest of the views presented by Canada on the subject in document 
A/AC.l2l/32. 

17. Lastly, his delegation vi shed to draw attention to the collective 
responsibility of all countries to contribute to the financing of peace-keeping 
operations, as their means permitted. It would like to pay tribute to the soldiers 
of so many countries for the efficient and devoted manner in which they had carried 
out their task under the United Nations flag, braving dangers and difficulties in 
the cause of peace. 
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18. Ilr. R.AFGA. (India). said it was a matter of deep regret that for the last 16 
ye~rs ~he Spe:lal Cowy,uttee had laboured in vain for the completion of agreed 
gu:dellnes whlch -vr~uld govern the conduct of peace-keeping operations. .At its 
~hlrty-f~urth se~slono the General Assembly had again urged it to complete its task. 
1.he SpeClal Cormm ttee 1 s vrork had undoubtedly helped to clarify the position of 
Lemb~r Sta~es. on some aspects of the subject:, nevertheless, as noted by the 
Co~~lttee ln lts report (.A/35/532), the wide disparity of members' views on the 
matters facing the Cor:lllittee and the great difficulty in finding any compromise 
acceptable to. all clearly shmred that the Committee had been unable to agree on how 
to ca~ry out l ts. mandate. In those circumstances, his delegation, as already 
sta~eet at the t~lrty-fourth session of the General Assembly, would not be averse to 
laylne; dmm a tl:r.le-limit for the production of agreed guidelines beyond which the 
mandate of the Special Committee 1muld be terminated and the matter referred back 
to the General .Assembly. 

19. India, 11hich vras proud of its legacy of peace, had consistently held that all 
ccnflicts, national or international, should in principle be settled only by 
peaceful means, and ever since attaining independence it had played an important 
peace-keeping role in .Africa, .Asia and South-East .Asia. Peace-keeping could not, 
hmrever, be a substitute for peace·-making. Too often the mandates of various 
United nations peace-keeping forces vere automatically extended without any 
consideration of alternative means of resolving the dispute that had necessitated 
their establishment. It vras extremely important to obtain the consent of a State 
for the conduct in its territory of any peace-keeping operations, ivhich must be 
carried out Hith due respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the 
country concerned. The Security Council had the primary responsibility for 
peace-keeping operations, in accordance with the Charter. Depending on the nature 
of the operations, hmrever, the Secretary-General must have some flexibility in 
order to implement the decisions of the Security Council with dispatch and 
efficiency. It might be possible to resolve differences of opinion on the 
respective roles of the Security Council and the Secretary-General by assigning 
additional functions to the Secretary-General in specific situations, under 
.Article 98 of the Charter. 

20. His delegation vrould also support any specific proposal for increasing the 
efficiency of the national contingents serving in United Nations peace-keeping 
operations through adequate training, appropriate logistical support and the 
streamlining of present procedures. In the absence of agreed guidelines, however, 
it ims for each Member State to decide whether to support a particular peace
keeping operation. 

21. The fundamental differences of oplnlon among certain members of the Security 
Council on the nature and modalities of peace-keeping operations were the major 
impediment to the accomplishment of the Special Committee's t~sk. It was t~e:efore 
imperative that the permanent members of the Council should dlsplay the polltlcal 
-vrill -vrhich alone would make it possible to achieve the objectives for which the 

Committee had been established. 

22. Lastly, he paid tribute 
efficiency with which he had 
accordance with the relevant 

to the Secretary-General for the diligence and 
carried out United Nations peace-keeping operations 
decisions of the Security Council. 
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?3· r.Ir. KELLEHER (Ireland) said that the United Nations peace-keeping function was 
~o-,:;h :alu~ble, because. it was related to the very purposes and principles of the 
Jtga~lza~lon, and fraglle, because the concept of peace-keeping and the practical 
,::p:pllcatlon of certain principles of the Charter were still evolving. It was 
~ecause peace-keeping was so important and because peace-keeping operations raised 
Issues of great consequence that the General Assembly had decided to establish the 
Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations. It was therefore regrettable that 
:he Special Committee had failed to reach agreement, particularly on the 
fornulation of agreed guidelines. 

24. An invaluable body of experience had nevertheless grown from the various 
peace-keeping operations which had taken place. Ireland, having participated in 
all peace-keeping operations and observation missions since 1958 - a participation 
~hich had taken Irish troops to three continents and in which over 40 Irish 
soldiers had lost their lives - had been able to observe the wide diversity of 
those operations. However~ a fundamental point 1;.ras that the dispatch of peace
~ee~ing forces did not, of itself, resolve the dispute but it did provide a respite 
during which the parties could seek a more permanent solution to their differences. 
Secondly, in order for a peace-keeping force to be able to fulfil its task 
effectively, certain minimum conditions must be met; in particular, it must enjoy 
the co-operation of all concerned. Lastly, it was clear that the concept and 
~ractice of peace-keeping were still evolving and that each new operation provided 
fresh insights for the conduct of future operations. 

25. His delegation commended the Secretary-General, the various force commanders 
~~d the Secretariat units concerned with peace-keeping operations for the efficient 
r:;anner in which they had performed their tasks, in accordance vrith the mandates 
laid dmm by the Security Council. The Secretary-General should, 1vithin the 
r:;andate of individual peace-keeping forces, have adequate authority to enable him 
to ensure the effective conduct of operations. 

26. The responsibility for maintaining peace was one which was shared collectively 
by all Members of the United Nations. It follovred that financial responsibility 
for peace-keeping activities that were duly authorized under the provisions of the 
Cnarter must be borne equitably by all. It was a source of considerable concern 
to his delegation that the financial situation of the various peace-keeping forces 
1ras far from satisfactory. As indicated by the Secretary-General in his report on 
the financial situation of the United Nations (A/C.S/35/13), there was a deficit of 
$126.1 million in 1980 for peace-keeping operations owing to the withholding of 
assessed contributions by some Member States. Such a practice placed a 
disproportionate financial burden on other Member States, particularly those which 
had chosen to participate in peace-keeping operations by contributing troops and 
materiel. Moreover, it endangered the principle of wide geographical 
representation in the composition of peace-keeping forces. His delegation would 
continue to seek 1-rays and means of improving the financial situation of the United 
llations in that area. 

27. The ~roblems faced by the Special Committee were particularly difficult in so 
far as th~y reflected fundamental differences of outlook. Nevertheless, progress 
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could be made if Member States had the political will to reach agreement and 
understanding on the scope and goals of peace-keeping operations. His delegation 
would accordingly support the renewal of the Special Committee 1 s mandate. 

28 • r.Ir. SCHOEHHERR (German Democratic Republic) said that his delegation had 
folloued with great attention the 1980 session of the Special Committee on 
Peace-keeping Operations and that it was convinced that the existing differences in 
opinion could be overcome and acceptable compromises found. To that end, the 
Committee should devote its efforts first and foremost to the elaboration of agreed 
guidelines for peace-keeping operations and should not allow its attention to be 
diverted from its mandate by any other proposals whatsoever. The lack of clear-cut 
guidelines for conducting peace-keeping operations based on principles that 
respected and strengthened the provisions of the Charter was the cause of the 
problems that arose in connexion with such operations. Such principles must form 
the political basis of peace-keeping measures. All practical measures relating to 
peace-keeping operations must be based on the Charter~ which governed all the 
activities of the Organization and provided in Article 24 that the primary 
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security rested with 
the Security Council. Article 43, paragraph 1, provided that the armed forces 
necessary for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security should be 
made available to the Council on its call. It followed therefore that decisions 
concerning the composition, strength, mandate and duration of each operation, and 
the command and financing of armed forces, were -vrithin the exclusive competence of 
the Security Council, as 1-1ere the planning and conduct of peace-keeping operations. 
Before resorting to the use of armed forces, the Council should consider the 
possibility of applying the important measures available under Article 41 of the 
Charter. 

29. As to the financing of peace-keeping operations, his delegation was of the 
opinion that the aggressor, as the party committing a breach of the peace, should 
bear the financial responsibility for the consequences of its criminal acts. It 
-vms a recognized principle of international law that in the event of a serious 
violation of international obligations, financial responsibility lay with the State 
guilty of the violation. Any deviation from that principle would only encourage 
the aggressor to continue its actions threatening peace. 

30. In that conne2:i_on, consideration should be given to other measures for the 
strengthening of international peace, such as the preparation of a world treaty on 
the non-use of force in international relations as proposed by the Soviet Union, 
which would considerably help to prevent aggression and settle disputes between 
States by peaceful means. 

31. I~. SULE (Nigeria) said that his country, which had participated actively in 
the work of the Special Committee and its Harking Group, and which was currently 
providing a 700-man contingent for the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon, -vms 
particularly interested in peace-keeping issues. It was therefore a matter of 
great regret and concern that some delegations, citing upheavals and unstable 
situations in certain parts of the world and the absence of mutual tru~t which they 
had produced, were opposing all meaningful discussion~ thereby prevent1ng the 
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:::;cecial Committee from making any real progress in the fulfilment of its mandate. 
:-~~hout intending to underestimate the difficulties facing the Special Committee" 
::ls delegation 1ms convinced that the two super-Powers, which held the key to the 
~uc~e~s of the Special Committee's efforts, had to demonstrate the requisite 
:;8lltlcal 1rill. 

::2. If the Special Committee's mandate was to be renewed, some fundamental changes 
7lc.ould be made in its ·vrorking Group's methods of work. The so-called dogma of 
:::c:::1sensus had been used time and again by some delegations to thwart meaningful 
:;;regress. The time had come, therefore, to devise nevr methods vrhich would 
sa::'eguard the wishes of the overvrhelming majority of its members. Such an approach 
·;c".J.ld help to eliminate the current intolerable state of affairs, in vrhich a single 
:.eler;ation was able to negate the collective will of the entire ·Harking Group. 
~:-iile the ccnsiderations which dictated the positions taken by some delegations 
-.~ere no doubt important, agreement w·ould be possible only if they demonstrated 
:;'Jlitical vrill and a spirit of e;ive and take. 

33 · Peace-keeping operations by their very nature helped to defuse explosive 
situations in the vrorld. It 1ms especially urgent to reach early ae;reement on 
guidelines for peace-keeping operations in view of the likelihood that United 
=~a~ions forces >muld in the near future be dispatched to Namibia and other areas of 
tne world in order to restore stability there. 

34 • Although peace-keeping operations had thus far been organized on an ad hoc 
basis, it was generally agreed that such arrangements were hardly completely 
satisfactory and that it "l·ras desirable to formalize practical arrangements for the 
conduct of peace-keeping activities so as to avoid the Security Council's being 
caught unprepared each time international peace and security vere threatened. 

35. The financial situation of the peace-keeping operations was also a matter of 
serious concern. ~he cost of peace-keeping operations should be borne collectively 
by all States Members of the United Nations, but especially by those directly 
involved in the decision-making process leading to the dispatching of troops to 
trouble spots in the vmrld. The existing system of voluntary contributions iVOuld 
not succeed in making good the deficit. The time had come to adopt a more 
acceptable ~Dd more realistic financing arrangement, bearing in mind the need for 
the progressive alleviation of the financial burden on troop-contributing 
countries, since the current arrangement had a demoralizing effect on States 
vi thout the necessary financial resources. 

36. Lastly, he reaffirmed his delegation's intention to co-operate fully with the 
Special Com~ttee. 

37. f.'[r. SHERIFIS (Cyprus) said that, as a country in which the United Nations had 
played a peace-keeping role for the better part of two decades, Cyprus attached 
;articular importance to the item under discussion. The United Nations Peace~ 
keeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) had performed well within the limits of its 
mandate, although on at least one occasion, when the sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of Cyprus had been violated, it had proved unable or unwilling to take 
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decisive action. UNFICYP had played a particularly useful humanitarian role in the 
adverse circumstances resulting from the events of 1974. He therefore vrished to 
place on record his country's sincere gratitude to the personnel of the United 
ITations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus and to pay a trib~te to the countries which 
had provided troops and personnel to UHFICYP and to those which had contributed 
tovards its expenses, since the Force vras financed on a voluntary basis. 

38. Peace-keeping must, hmrever, be coupled with peace-making; otherwise it became 
an end in itself and served to perpetuate rather than solve a problem. If Member 
States respected the Charter and implemented the resolutions of the United Nations, 
peace-keeping operations would become unnecessary. 

39. In the case of Cyprus, the Secretary-General of the United Nations had 
attempted 7 through a mediator and thereafter vith the assistance of a succession of 
special representatives 7 to find a just and viable solution to the problem. ·The 
Secreta~J-General and his associates at Headquarters and in Cyprus had been 
instrumental in brine;ing about the resumption of the intercommunal talks, which 
offered some hope of a solution to the benefit of the whole population of Cyprus, 
irrespective of ethnic origin or religion. The Cypriot Government, w·hich had 
encouraged the resumption of the talks and was doing its utmost to ensure their 
success, vas indebted to the Secretary-General and his associates for their efforts. 

40. Article 33 of the Charter set out the principles and means for the_peaceful 
settlement of disputes. Peace-keeping operations had served the objectives of 
international peace and security by contributing to a reduction of tension, by 
maintaining control in areas of armed conflict and by paving the vmy for a peaceful 
settlement of disputes. His delegation thus noted with regret that the appeals 
made by the General Assembly for strengthening the peace-keeping capabilities of the 
United nations had so far met vrith so little response and that the Special Committee 
had achieved so little success. The problems involved Here admittedly complex, but 
it Has to be hoped that the Committee vmuld reach a conclusion on the important 
question of peace-keeping operations, and in particular on ways of overcoming the 
financial difficulties vrhich arose in that connexion. 

41. His delegation hoped that the Committee would succeed in improving the system 
of financing peace-keeping operations in order to make possible a more equitable 
distribution of the burden they entailed, in broadening the geographical 
representation of the forces used so as to ensure the active participation of all 
States at every stage of peace-keeping operations, and finally in defining authority 
for such operations more clearly. 

42. It was of particular importance that United Nations peace-keeping forces should 
have the consent of the Government of the country in >vhich they vrere operating' that 
they should respect the sovereignty and independence of the country concerned and 
that they should not interfere in the internal affairs of that country. They should 
onerate impartially in accordance with the Charter and relevant resolutions of the 
U~i ted Nations. It -vras imperative to enable them to exercise their functions 
vrithout hindrance, and to ensure that they vrere not attacked either by the aggressor 
or by national forces. 
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=~· Special attention should be devoted to the training of peace-I~eeping forces. 
21 S delegation advocated the holding of special programmes and seminars at the 
~ctional level, under United Nations auspices, based on the experience of countries 
<:hich had participated in peace-keeping operations. Special training of military 
end civilian personnel would guarantee greater efficiency in United Nations 
;eace-keeping operations. 

~L • It was necessary for Member States to implement the decisions adopted by the 
cc::npetent organs of the United Nations either by voluntary compliance or, if need 
8e, by enforcement action under Chapter VII. 

L5. Despite the lack of progress, his delegation supported the proposal providing 
!or an extension of the mandate of the Special Committee, the work of which was of 
c:c:pi tal importance and should be continued. 

46. I.Ir. PETREE (United States of America) said the elaboration by the United 
::e.tions of peace-keeping techniques in the 1950s remained one of the Organization's 
greatest innovations and one of its most important contributions to the maintenance 
of international peace and security. A tribute should be paid to all those who 
served in peace-keeping operations. The institutional basis for peace keeping was 
secure and the manner of initiating and running a peace-keeping operation 
'>Tell-understood. Nevertheless it was important to improve support for such 
operations. That primarily involved the willingness and ability of States to 
contribute to peace-keeping and to making the operation as efficient as possible. 
Like certain other countries, the United States had made a number of proposals 
designed to enable peace-keeping operations to be mounted as rapidly as possible. 
Ee urged all Hembers which had not yet done so to submit the information requested 
in resolution 33/114, and trusted that Member States -vmuld tackle the questions of 
earmarking contingents, advanced training and making technology available to the 
United Nations, as those -vrere areas in >vhich the need for improvement was 
particularly great. 

47. It l·ras also necessary to improve financial support for peace-keeping 
operations. All States had to honour their financial obligations and pay their 
assessments for peace-keeping, in accordance with Article 17 of the Charter. 
Failure to do so struck at the heart of the United Nations collective security 
system and vras a serious breach of the Charter. Consideration of that financial 
crisis fell -vrithin the original and current mandate of the Special Committee, l·rhich 
might usefully consider the matter once again. 

48. States should not only make their financial contributions in good time but 
should also strive to make peace-keeping operations as effective as possible. The 
United States -vmuld 1vork towards those ends together with the majority of States· 
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49. lir. JOARDER (BanGladesh) said that his country attached great importance to 
United ~rations peace-keeping operations. At its thirty-fourth session, the 
General Assenbly had urGed the Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations to 
expedite its 1ror~~. Hmiever, according to the Committee's report (A/35 /532), it had 
failed to make significant progress with re~ard to the guidelines. 

50. Although the Co~iffiittee had, in paragraph 7 of its report, referred to the wide 
disparity of r::e!Jlbers' vievrs. which hc.d r:ade it im:r:ossible to reach a[;reement on 
hmr to carry ot~t its mandate n (para. 9), it had considered the importance of the 
issue to be such that its mandate should be renewed. His delegation shared that 
view. It 1-10uld, hol·rever, be useful in future deliberations if Committee members 
defined the elements ~-rhich might be incorporated in the guidelines, if they 
distin[';uished those elements on vrhich they had identical or near-identical views 
from those on ~rhich they differed, and if they specified the grounds for any 
difference of opinion. If members differed on fundamentals, it should be decided 
Hhether the attempt to establish 11guidelines n should be abandoned and the current 
practice of e>.d hoc arrangements retained. A complex matter like peace-keeping 
operations could not easily be reduced to such cut and dried considerations. 
Eevertheless, only a schematic ap:proach 1muld enable the Committee to produce 
positive results. 

51. A :peace-keepinr:; operation should not be an end in itself, but should be aimed 
at a final settlement of the conflict throuGh peaceful means. Existine; peace-keeping 
forces had played a remarkable role in preventing the recurrence of fighting, in 
maintaining order in areas of operations and in creating appropriate conditions for 
nec;otiation. His country commended the work of UNIFIL, the United ~rations 
Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus, and UNDOF, 1-rhich served the cause of peace in 
extremely trying circumstances. The security of :persons involved in peace-keeping 
operations had to be safeguarded by all concerned. It was deplorable that members 
of UEIFIL vrere frequently subjected to harassment. The sovereignty of a State in 
Hhich a peace-keeping operation was takint:S place should be fully respected. 

52. The task of peace-keeping forces was extremely delicate and required special 
skill. ~,1embers of such forces should receive training to enable them to discharge 
their duty in an effective manner. 

53. His country deeply appreciated the sincerity, efficiency and impartiality vrith 
uhich the Secretary-General had guided peace-keeping operations in different parts 
of the 1-rorld. 

54. IIr. RANGER (Canada) said that the instruments with vrhich the international 
community had equipped itself in order to establish the regime of peace and security 
envisaged by the authors of Charter had shown themselves to be fragile, but that 
United nations peace-keeping forces and observer missions had proved their worth. on 
many occasions and were continuing to do so. Hhile his country had contributed lts 
fair share to the success of those operations, it was no less aware of the hazards 
vrhich attended the future of such missions. 
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55· The mere l)resence of a United Nations force 'I·Tas not in itself sufficient to 
settle a dispute unless it vras accompanied by the firm resolve of the parties 
~oncerned to achieve a negotiated settlement. He ivelcomed the resumption of the 
1ntercommunal talks at Nicosia, and strongly supported the efforts vrhich the 
Secretary-General and his Special Representative in Cyprus vrere making to assist the 
parties in their peace-making task. Furthermore, UNDOF had continued to carrv out 
its mission of observint:; the disengagement of Israeli and Syrian forces. Ho-vr~ver, 
the breakdown of the neogitating process bet-vreen the parties made the prospects for 
peace in that region uncertain, and the international- ~ommunity should- not- allow 
itself to be lulled into complacency by the illusion of peace vrhich the deployment 
of a peace-keeping force often held out, The current crisis in Southern Lebanon 
ivas all the more acute in that UNIFIL ivas unable completely to fulfil its primary 
role of peace-teeping. His country therefore endorsed the appeals for co-·operation 
'·:hich the Secretary-General and a number of delegations had directed to the parties 
to the dispute during the current debate, and it paid a tribute to the courage of 
the members of the Force and to the good1vill shovm by the Governments which were 
continuing to contribute troops. 

56. The question of the financing of peace-keeping operations was a continuing 
source of grave concern to his Government. The increased costs of such operations 
were causing difficulties for the troop-contributing countries. The reimbursements 
provided in the case of Ul'TDOF and UNIFIL were much lower than the expenses vrhich the 
contributing countries had found themselves obliged to incur, a state of affairs 
Hhich unjustly increased their financial burden and l·ras liable to discourage the 
uider participation of ~1ember States in peace~l(eeping operations, His country 
therefore endorsed the Secretary-General's appeal for the Hember States to fulfil 
their obligations in that respect promptly and regularly, and suggested that the 
corrective measures which mi~ht be proposed during the current session in the 
interests of improving the existing rate of reimbursement should be supported. 

57. The most recent report of the Secretary~·General on the United Nations 
Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus revealed a deficit of more than $80 million in the 
budget of the Force, thus highlighting the need to aclmmrledge the principle of 
shared responsibility for the financing of peace-keeping opera-dons. Recognition of 
that imperative by the majority of Member States should, in his delegation's view, be 
reflected in a more representative and realistic contribution at a time -vrhich was 
particularly critical for the existence of UNFICYP. His Government also hoped that 
the fact-finding mission 'l·rhich the Secretary-General had undertaken the previous 
summer with the aim of reducing the cost of that operation would help to lighten 
the financial burden of the countries participating in it. 

58. The Special Committee, as its report indicated, had been unable to reach 
agreement on hovr to carry out its mandate. His Government noted with regret the fact 
that little progress had been achieved, and that every effort to establish guidelines 
on peace-1\:eepint:; operations and to adopt practical measures to facilitate the conduct 
of such operations had encountered the obstacle of irreconcilable anc theoretical 
differences of opinion. The lack of preliminary agreement on the guidelines had 
not, hm·rever, prevented the United J'Tations from deploying peace-l::eeping forces, in 
every instance as a result of a rapprochment in the positions of the members of the 
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Security Council. IIe 1mndered Hhether such a rapprochement might not be possible in 
the case of the S~ecial Committee. In that connexion, his country 1vas of the view 
that the United Fations should strengthen its capacity to respond to possible 
reQuirements in a less im~rovised fashion and on a more co-ordinated, economical 
and effective basis. It Has against that background that his country, in response 
to the invitation in para:.;raph 2 of resolution 34/53, had submitted to the 
Special Co!!'.mittee its vievs on certain matters connected vrith the practical conduct 
of peace-1\:eeping operations. Those suggestions, circulated in document A/AC.l21/32, 
v~ere specifically formulated uith a vievr to their immediate application, without 
~.:aiting for the Special Committee to draw up guidelines. 

59. Hhat ·Has needed vras not merely a guarantee that the Committee would survive: 
it vras essential that Hember States should Drovide it vrith the means to carry out 
its task. 

60. ;:r. SHERIIAH (Liberia) said that peace-keeping operations gave the United Nations 
an opportunity to play a unique role in the maintenance of international peace and 
security. His country had supported peace-keeping activities by participating in 
them \·There possible and by making contributions, believinc; that such a policy was 
a vital means of assisting the United nations to fulfil its role more effectively. 

61. It Has regrettable that fundamental and long-standing differences had once again 
prevented the Special Corr@ittee from reaching agreement on guidelines for 
peace-l:eeping operations. The problems involved vrere admittedly substantial and 
complex; his delegation therefore favoured renevral of the Committee's mandate in the 
hope that !Ienber States uould demonstrate a greater political will and spirit of 
u.TJ.derstanding and that they vrould recognize the need for the Special Committee to 
pursue its efforts. 

62. The delicate and complex mechanism of peacekeeping could function properly 
only if certain conditions were met: an improved system of financing, a clearer 
line of authority, broader geographical representation in ·the forces engaged in the 
operations~ the full confidence and backing of the Security Council, and the 
co-operation of the parties concerned. The central problem remained the need to 
define the respective roles of the Security Council and the Secretary-General. For 
15 years uncompromising positions had characteri?.ed the deliberations of the 
Special Committee. A spirit of acco~modation was the only means which could produce 
a breakthrough. '\Jha t could be achieved in that respect l·rould depend on the permanent 
members of the Security Council. That being the case, he vrould prefer to concentrate 
on essential principles, thus ensuring the necessary flexibility in subsequentlY 
adapting to the requirements of individual situations. 

63. In the matter of financing, his country considered that peace-keeping was the 
collective responsibility of all Member States, lvhich should therefore share the 
financial burden of such operations. In vievr of the increasing deficits incurred in 
those operations, they should not be permitted to go beyond the limits initiallY 
determined. To prevent such a situation from arising, every effort must be made at 
the same time to- reach a peace agreement. Peace-keeping operations were not in 
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themselves the solution to a crlSls; they were simply temporary measures intended to 
create an atn:osphere in which useful negotiations could be conducted with a vie1.r to 
achieving the fundamental goal of removing the causes of the conflict. 

64. In conclusion, he said that his Government paid a tribute to the Governments 
,.,!J.ich had given their support to peace-keeping operations and to the members of 
those forces who had taken part in them and had, in some cases, lost their lives. 

65 · llr. SILOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the brevity of the Sepcial Com_mittee 's report 
Vias a reflection of the status of the work of that body, which had made no progress 
in carrying out its principal task, the drawing up of agreed guidelines for 
United Hat ions peace-keeping operations in accordance with the Charter. The reasons 
for that state of affairs were well knovrn: sharp differences on the question of 
guidelines, disagreements Hhich reflected divergent concepts of the role of the 
United Nations and the way in which it should operate in maintaining peace and 
security, were the result of the opposing viewpoints of the military-political blocs 
and the great Powers. 

66. On the other hand, peace-keeping operations had so far alvays involved, for the 
nost part, small and non-aligned and developing countries, a fact -vrhich \vas a further 
nanifestation of the bloc approach. If the non-aligned countries attached so much 
importance to the question of peace-keeping operations, it 1ms because the policy of 
non-alignment meant the struggle for equal rights, for the participation of all 
countries in the solution of world problems and for the universal enjoyment of peace, 
security, independence and sovereignty; they therefore found it difficult to accept 
that the elaboration of guidelines should be blocl~ed simply because those with the 
greatest responsibility for the maintenance of peace could not agree or lacked 
good-vrill. 

67. Peace-keeping operations were an important and complex issue. It -vras imperative 
to ensure the active participation and agreement of all States in carrying out such 
operations, since they should not further the interests of merely one country or 
group of countries. Undeniably, the Security Council had a particular role to play 
in that respect, a role which derived from its primary function under the Charter; 
ho-vrever, only the continued efforts of all States, in all areas and with respect to 
all disputes, could ensure that the root causes of conflicts were eliminated. It 
1·m.s for that reason that his country stressed the importance of the role of the 
General Assembly as the only principal organ of the United Nations in which all 
!'ember States were represented on the basis of equality and, therefore, the only 
forum in which agreement on peace-keeping operations could be reached respecting the 
interests of all. 

68. Practical problems, financial ones in particular, were also important. They 
would be fewer in number however if there existed general rules, agreed guidelines 
and principles governing the basic frame1mrk. 

69. One of the major issues that should not be overlooked was safeguarding the 
sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of the country in whose 
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t:::;rritor~,r :peace-l:eepinrs operations Here to be conducted. It -vras indispensable that 
the rela.tionship betl.,reen the United Nations and the cou..11try in question should be 
such tho..t. the latter ;-rould !1ave no reason to fear interference in its internal 
affairs 1rllile at the sa!:'.e ti111e, i'Yiplementation of the decisions estrtblishine:; the 
operation vould be ensured. Only on that basis could peace be strengthened and the 
role ancl~ prestige of the United '!ations enhanced. 

70. '1:he: task 'Tas co!'lplex and responsible. His delegation expected that all liember 
St2.tes ':oul<'l be prepared to deal 1rith the core of the problem and considered, 
therefore, that the mandate of the Special Corn.mittee on Peace- keeping Operations 
should te :::-cneued. 

71. 2~. STJP.:TFZ (Phili:Ppines) said that recent disturbinc; vrorld events had served as 
re::1inders of t!1e need to strengthen the capacity of the United Nations to carry out 
its responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. 
Pe2.ce-keepinc O?Jerations i·rere undoubtedly a useful instrument in that connexion. 
It 1vas disa~~ointing and a cause for concern that the Special CoJYl.mittee had made no 
pro-~ress either to-vmrds the completion of agreed guidelines -vrhich would govern I 
~onduct inJ ~eace-l:eepinc; oper~tions o~ on s~ecific questi~ns related to the practical 
lr:J.plement2.ClOn of such operat1ons. D1scuss1ons on those 1ssues seemed to have 1 

reache~l. an i::1passe and divergencies in points of vie-vr had not narro-vred. If lack of 
pro[;ress ':Tas the only criterion, a logical step uould be to withdra-vr the 
S•,eci2.l Cormnittee 's :r::.andate. ·· 

72. Peace-l:eeping operations vrere important, however, 'T'hey played a constructive 
role in Jche search for long-term political solutions in the Biddle Fast and in Cyprus, 
\There they had provided the political conditions for the solution of conflicts 
t>rour;h peaceful negotiations. The issues were complex but the members of the 
Special Sommittee must demonstrate a greater de~ree of political will to reach 
accommodations. His delegation appealed to them to do so; it \vas therefore prepared 
to support a draft resolution extending the mandate of the Special Committee in the 
sarr.e ',;ay as, in the Security Council, it had voted for the rene-vral of the mandates 
of UITDOF, Ul1FICYP and UHIFIL. 

73. Peace-1-:eepinB; operations depended to a large extent on the support and 
co-operation of all interested parties. They must be undertaken only with the 
consent of the host country, -vrhose sovereisnty and territorial integrity must be 
respected. Peace-keeping operations should not, hmrever, be a substitute for the 
:9eace-T1aking process; they must be of limited duration and the parties to the 
conflict r.mst avoid taking actions which would hamper the effective functioning of 
:9eace-keeping forces uithin the entire area of their operations. There was also a 
need for flexibility in the· procedures for setting up and managing such operations. 

74. His delegation considered that all Hember States must share the collective 
responsibility to meet the expenses of United Nations peace-keeping operations and 
noted with regret that certain delegations had refused to participate; additional 
financial demands had thus been rr.ade on other Members of the United Nations, wl:ile 
the Organization's capacity to respond effectively in crisis situations had been 
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~·::'::.ltened. His delegation -vmrmly commended the members of the United Nations forces 
2erving in the Biddle East. 

75. lir. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that this delegation shared the general concern that 
:!:e Special Committee had been unable to reach agreement on hovr to carry out its 
:-_::.~:date. It fully supported reneHal of the Special Committee 1 s mandate, in view of 
':t.e paramou__D.t importance of the role of the United nations in the maintenance of 
:c;eace. 

76. It had to be recognized that in the past the United Nations had succeeded in 
d.efusinfl; and containing armed conflicts bet"t·reen States by undertaking peace--keeping 
o~erations. It Has therefore necessary to give urgent, -vrholehearted support to the 
Organization in its efforts to deter violence,, armed intervention and military 
occupation, -vrhich caused untold suffering to millions of innocent people. 

77. Ad."'tittedly, peace-keeping opere.tions by themselves could not resolve political 
differences. HO\·rever, they contributed to the maintenance of peace and could 
ultimately help to promote a climate conducive to the peaceful settlement of disputes. 
Operations in the H-iddle East, Cyprus and Jammu and Ka-~b_rnir had proved their 
usefulness. He deeply appreciated the valuable role played by UNi:10GIP in India and 
:?~kistan. 

78. Such operations could serve as a reservoir of information concerning questions 
related to the practical implementation of peace-keeping operations; the Secretariat 
should provide the members of the Special Committee with information on UNMOGIP 
ectivities, thereby enabling them t~ evaluate the role and effectiveness of all 
such operations. 

79. The paper submitted by Canada (A/AC.l2l/32) showed how benefit could be derived 
from the experience of existing peace-keeping operations. It contained many 
:9ract ical suggestions -vrhich could perhaps be considered alongside the guidelines, as 
both aspects of peace-keeping operations were equally important. It ·~-ras difficult to 
understand -vrhy, after so many years of discussion and on the basis of past experience 
and the necessary political -vrill, it had not been possible to find a compromise 
formula acceptable to all, both on guidelines and on the practical implementation 
of operations. His delegation was conscious of the political overtones of the issue 
1Thich involved the interplay of the interest of the great Pmvers. Progress ·Fas 
therefore bound to be slo-vr and the Special Committee must be permitted to continue 
its tasl;:. 

80. Peace-keeping operations, no matter ho-vr successful and efficient, could not 
provide solutions to political problems although they could prevent the aggravation 
of conflicts. They could not be considered an end in themselves and were no 
substitute for meaningful efforts to find solutions to the basic causes of confllct. 

81. They 1-rould ccntinue to be necessary until it \vas possible to ensure the peaceful 
settlement of disputes. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 




